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FM CODES
Regier Farms
Satstuma Mandarins 10#
CASE 23828
Weiser Farms
Celery Root 12 BU #5586
Two Peas in a Pod
Baby Green Brussels
Sprouts 10# CS #20269
Peacock Farms
Fuyu Persimmons FLAT
#5516
Penryn Farms
Brown Sugar Persimmons
FLAT #20515
Hachiya Persimmons
FLAT 7214
Frozen Hachiya Pulp QRT
23717
Schaner Farms
Tahitian Squash EACH
#20372
Tutti Frutti Farms
*ORGANIC*
Delicata Squash LB
#23702
Butternut Squash LB
#5478
Fair Hill Farms
Fuji Apples 10# CS #20149
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At The Farmers Market !
Early Satsuma’s Are Here! Perhaps the most popular eating
mandarin, the Satsuma Tangerine has arrived. Farmers are
cultivating earlier varieties to get a jump on the season and
we’re fortunate enough to reap the benefits. Satsumas can be
virtually seedless and have a “zipper skin” that makes for easy
peeling and presentation. They have a high juice content and
firm flesh which make them very easy to work with. While
their flavor profile may not have as much depth as other citrus
varieties, they are a favorite eating fruit. They are consistently
sweet and juicy which makes them a crowd pleaser. California
Citrus is arguable the best in the world and we’re stocking it
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West Central
Grapefruit: California growers
curtailed harvesting on new crop
grapefruit, as the size profile was
heavy to extremely small sizes
(56s and 64s). This is the result of
slow growth caused by the
drought. Growers will resume
production when fields begin to
yield normal sizes.

Lemons: There is good
availability on all sizes and
grades. Prices have stabilized at
lower levels.
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here through the winter season.
Celeriac (Celery Root) – Typically harvested in late fall, this
ugly duckling has made a comeback in a big way. These
knobby, brown root vegetables are a delicious starch substitute
and offer amazingly subtle flavors of parsley and celery.
Despite their uninviting exteriors their interiors are creamy
white and completely accessible. They’ve been traditionally
used in French cuisine for some time, however, in California
we’ve adapted it to our own recipes eating it raw as a slaw or
mashed instead of potatoes for a lower glycemic index. Root
vegetables really reflect the healthy soil they were grown in
and our local Celeriac is a prime example of how local can
taste better.
Quince – With the arrival of Pears and Apples already strong
at the market we know that Quince is not far behind. This
ancient fruit is a member of the Rose Family, which becomes
obvious when you cook with it. It has a distinct rose/apple
fragrance and a blush-like hue when heat is applied. It has an
extremely high pectin content and has been used as a
thickening agent by chefs for thousands of years. Although

Limes (Persian): There are
values on 110s/150s. Steady
volume on 175s and an increase
on 200s and smaller.
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some more rare varieties can be eaten raw, the more common Pineapple Quince (known for it’s
yellow skin) is a delicious and unique addition to holiday apple pies, cakes, savory roasts, sauces and
conserves.
Brussels Sprouts. Just in time for your holiday tables, Brussels Sprouts are fresh and in season at the
farmers’ market. Some of our local farming heroes are growing more interesting varieties, such as,
purple leaved Brussels Sprouts and also bringing them unprocessed on the stem for an impressive
presentation. They store better than your average leafy greens so make sure to stock up early.
Fuyu Persimmons. We’re stocking your favorite eating persimmon through the season! Local
California Persimmons (the best) are available for your holiday tables and center pieces.
Buddha’s Hand citrus is already available in good quantities and ready for zest-ing candying this
season.
Swiss Chard. The cooler weather has been great to this healthy green
Hachiya Persimmons. When ripe they transform into a bright orange jam-filled jewel. We’re
stocking them firm, soft and as a frozen pulp form.
Wrapping Up At The Market…
Autumn Plums – There are less and less at the market now to satisfy our stone fruit needs.
Grapes – Few growers are still supplying us with natural grapes but product is waning. The pending
frost and rain will likely end what’s left of our local crop.
Figs – With each rain we lose more and more of this crop on the tree. Very limited quantities

MARKET NEWS AT WEST CENTRAL ….
We now have Chilean Rainier and Bing cherries available and quality is very good.
Asparagus: despite it being the holiday season asparagus prices remain soft; however, we can expect
to see prices rise as we get closer to Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Celery: heavy demand and increased transportation charges are helping to prop up the celery market,
we expect that by the middle of the week of Thanksgiving prices will plummet.
Leaf and iceberg lettuce; prices are quite high right now but we are already seeing lower prices on
iceberg as we transition to the Yuma Arizona district. Romaine and romaine hearts on the other hand
continue to remain strong.
Artichokes market continue steady on large sizes and very tight supplies on small sizes
Fava Beans and English Peas market still tight
All Asian vegetables supplies will be very limited and prices starting to go up do to the transition
Colored Large Cauliflowers Market limited supplies
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Fennel Market steady
Baby Eggplants supplies from California
Specialty Mushrooms
Gold Chanterelles USA
Market will be very limited for the Month do to the snow season at Oregon & Washington
Hedge,Black Trumpet,Lobster,Porcini and matsutake. Supplies will be very tight also do to the low
temp
FRUIT
Cape Gooseberry
California almost done and Colombia about 2 weeks away
Figs Market are very inconsistent supplies still California fruit until New Zealand start next month
California Fejioa.
Longan Florida still available
Mangosteen will be in gap until next year
Kumquats supplies still very inconsistent
Rambutan Honduras very tight supplies
Passion Fruit California is out and we are waiting on New Zealand
Fuyu Persimmons Pomegranates and Quince Dragon Fruit Star Fruit Market steady
*Crosnes. Market steady
Navel Oranges: The water shortage in the West will cause fruit sizes to yield plentiful small sizes
(88s, 113s and 138s) through the 2014-2015 season and limited availability for larger sizes. Gas times
are de-creasing; currently in the 48 hour range. Cooler temperatures will help with color and sugar
content. Sizes structure remains mostly 88s and smaller.
Valencia Oranges: The season is winding down quickly; only larger shippers remain with supplies.
Texas/Florida Oranges: Texas oranges are showing some scarring, but the flavor is sweet. Look for
quality to continually improve over the next few weeks.
Texas/Florida Grape-fruit: Texas/Florida grape-fruit has started. Texas had a slow start but getting
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stronger. Quality is good. Sweet Scarlett’s will launch November 10th.
Green and Red Bell Peppers: Good availability for choice green bell peppers in California
(Coachella), however the #1 sizes (large, extra-large, jumbo) are in tight supply as the season is
winding down. Light production volume for new crop green bells in Nogales with full production not
expected until post-Thanksgiving. Harvest yield and quality for growers in Baja California have been
affected, the result of damage caused by an on-going storm season. Prices are moving higher for most
sizes in the East and West. Red bells are in tight supply with the season in Oxnard winding down and
new crop harvest in Coachella behind schedule.
Cucumbers: Generally good supply in Florida and Nogales, market is stable, and quality is
improving.
English Cucumber: Sup-plies are gradually improving as product becomes available out of Mexico.
Expect to see improvement as the week continues.
Green Beans: Prices continue to slowly ease from recent highs in the West (Coachella). Plentiful supplies in Florida and Georgia. Mexican beans will become available in Nogales next week.
Squash:
Zucchini & Yellow: Prices have advanced in Nogales, with a sharp increase in demand for zucchini
and yellow squash. Rain in Mexico has slowed production. Good availability in Florida.
Acorn, Butternut, Spaghetti (loading in Los Angeles): Adequate sup-plies for all varieties. Also
good availability for butter-nut and acorn in South Carolina and Florida.
The hurricane caused major damage to the city of Cabo San Lucas and La Paz, and businesses have
been up-rooted. The fresh herb crop has been destroyed in Southern Baja and the crops will need to be
re-planted. Expect price in-creases, quality issues, and a shortage of product in late November and
early December.
The following herbs continue to be tight:
Tarragon: Tarragon will be tight until the end of the year since replanting in Mexico. This will take
some time to grow.
Basil: Basil supplies are picking up, but price is still firm. Yields are down somewhat since only
quality basil is being shipped.
Chervil: This delicate fresh herb is expected to be hit and miss as the weather continues to fluctuate
(warm to cold and back to warm).
Mint and rosemary: Great supplies.
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